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s our guide brought the open game vehicle coasting to
a halt, the only sound was of waves breaking gently on
the sand. That morning, Sodwana Bay had been
clamorous with tractors and trailers, speedboats and
scuba divers. But now, late at night, the beach was

utterly empty. And out there, somewhere, an ancient and aweinspiring story was unfolding.
You see, as well as being one of the world’s top dive sites, Sodwana
Bay in the iSimangaliso Wetland Park is also one of the very few

places in southern Africa where sea turtles nest. Of the five species of
turtles found in these seas, the two largest come here to lay their
eggs. In fact, iSimangaliso is Africa’s last major nesting site for
leatherbacks and loggerheads.
Each year, from November to January, the giant tracks of female
leatherback and loggerhead turtles emerge from the surf, looking like
paths left by aquatic tanks. A couple of months later, the tiny, almost
invisible trails of baby turtles scatter from holes below the dunes. Not
all of them reach the sea.

When the sun sets, legions of stalk-eyed ghost crabs scuttle up and down the beach, ready to grab turtle
hatchlings as they try to reach the sea. © Scott Ramsay

THE SERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES OF SEA TURTLES
It was mid-January, so we were
just in time to witness both sides
of this 100-million year old
ritual.

Our

guide

was Peter

Jacobs of Ufudu Turtle Tours.
He’s an honorary wildlife officer
with Ezemvelo
who’s

KZN Wildlife

passionate

about

protecting Sodwana Bay’s sea
turtles. The tours he runs on this
10-mile stretch of beach aren’t
just for entertainment. They’re a
way to create public appreciation
for these magnificent creatures –
and some awareness of their
plight.

After Peter gave us an introductory talk about sea turtles, we drove
north along the beach, below the high tide mark. The only
illumination came from our dim yellow headlights, the pale glow of a
gibbous moon slipping between clouds, and the rhythmic slash of the
lighthouse on the hill. Unfortunately, said Peter, this was too much
light. Ideally, the lighthouse would be turned off, and so would our
headlights. Nothing besides the moon and stars should shine on a
beach where turtles are nesting.
That’s because turtles are incredibly sensitive to light. Female turtles
navigate towards the shore using the dark outline of vegetated dunes
against the night sky. Hatchlings find their way to the sea by
orienting themselves to its reflective glimmer. Any artificial light at a
sea turtle nesting site dramatically lowers their chances of success.
To find out more about leatherbacks and loggerheads,
continue reading below the advert

And it’s not as if their odds are particularly good in the first place.
Although leatherback and loggerhead turtles usually lay around 100

eggs in a nest, and dig on average five nests in a season, it’s
estimated that scarcely one in a thousand hatchlings makes it to
maturity.
From the moment a sea turtle egg hits the damp sand of a nest, it’s
under threat. Once the female turtle has dragged herself laboriously
back to the ocean, the eggs are left entirely undefended. Dogs and
jackals, ants and ghost crabs, snakes, gulls, rats, cats and mongooses
all adore a tasty turtle egg.
Then, once the turtle hatches, it has to push its way up through the
sand and hope for a clear passage to the sea. This, however, is highly
unlikely. While adult leatherbacks and loggerheads weigh hundreds
of pounds and are virtually immune to natural predators, their
hatchlings are just a couple of inches long and weigh less than two
ounces.
Thousands of stalk-eyed ghost crabs patrol the dunes, waiting to drag
the tiny turtles away. If a hatchling doesn’t reach water before
daylight, it will die of dehydration or be scooped up by gulls and
raptors. Even if a baby turtle successfully reaches the ocean, there’s
no respite. Squid, fish, sharks and eels are all waiting to gobble it up.

Although adult leatherbacks can grow up to seven foot, hatchling
leatherback turtles are less than two and a half inches long, making them
easy pickings for predators. © Scott Ramsay

To humans, stalk-eyed ghost crabs seem harmless, but it’s estimated that
they make off with more than 10 percent of newly hatched turtles. ©
Scott Ramsay

FINDING FYNN

Peter stopped the vehicle a short stretch along the beach. He
explained that he and a group of volunteers monitor each nest they
locate. A loggerhead nest nearby was due to hatch any day now.
Perhaps we would be lucky enough to see it happen. We waited while
he trotted up the dune with a red torch (red light doesn’t confuse
turtles) and jumped out to join him when he beckoned.
“We just missed it,” said Peter, kneeling beside a hollow in the sand,
around which some rubbery egg fragments lay. “They probably came
out about half an hour ago. Let’s see if there are any stragglers left in

the nest.” He dug carefully. “Aaah, this one hatched, but didn’t make
it. It might have suffocated.”
There were no live turtles in the nest, but Peter noticed several trails
leading away from it towards the dunes. He suggested we fetch our
torches to see if we could find any hatchlings that had been
kidnapped by ghost crabs.
Holding my headlamp close to the ground to minimise its range, I
followed a pair of tracks into the hollow of a dune. “Oh! I’ve found
one!” The little loggerhead had turned towards my torchlight and
was determinedly forging its way onwards with three flippers.
“A crab must have dragged it by its front flipper and damaged it,”
said Peter when he saw it. “It’s highly unlikely that this one would
have survived anyway. It’s lost in the dunes, out of sight of the sea,
and it’s injured. So I’m going to allow you to help it.”
This sounded like an odd thing for Peter say, but he told us that
people’s attempts to help turtle hatchlings can often do more harm
than good. Picking them up transmits bacteria they’re not equipped
to fight. And carrying them to the sea instead of letting them walk
means their flippers don’t get the vital exercise they need to
strengthen them for swimming.
So we scooped the little loggerhead up in a handful of sand and
carried it back to the nest. Then, since we were desperate to be
helpful, Peter allowed us to use torches to guide it to the water.

Turtle tourists must make sure that any lights they shine are directly in
line with the turtles’ path to the sea, so as not to lead them astray. © Scott
Ramsay

A turtle’s sex is determined by the temperature of the sand around the
nest. At 29 degrees Celsius, hatchlings will be evenly split between
males and females. Colder temperatures produce more males, warmer

sand will result in more females. © Scott Ramsay

By now I had named the turtle Fynn. (There’s no way to tell a turtle’s
sex by sight, so I’d simply decided he was a boy.) I growled whenever
someone shone a torch, or turned on a cellphone or camera that
wasn’t directly in line with his path to the sea, because, each time, no
matter how faint it was, Fynn would turn towards the light, and away
from the water.
So I crawled in front of him with my torch, smoothing the sand, and
saying stupid things like “Come on Fynn! You’re a champ! You can
do it!” Never has 100 metres felt so far. But at last, Fynn’s first wave
washed over him. His flippers waggled with what looked like delight.
We clapped and cheered. Then another wave whisked him out and
away.
Beyond the beach, endless dangers waited: marlin, barracuda, tiger
sharks – predators too numerous to name. And then there are the
human perils of plastic, pollution, poaching, fishing lines, nets and
boats. Fynn has less than a one in a thousand chance of reaching
adulthood. But, at least he lived long enough to swim.

Newly-hatched loggerhead turtles are less than five centimeters (two
inches) long and weigh only 20 grams (less than one ounce) © Scott
Ramsay

LADY LEATHERBACK

Exhilarated by this remarkable encounter, I felt that the evening
couldn’t possibly get any better. Although, as we enjoyed a midnight
feast on the beach, I admitted that it would be nice to see a
leatherback turtle too.
Leatherback turtles are the rockstars of the turtle world. They grow
the longest (up to 7 feet), weigh the most (up to almost a ton), swim
the fastest (up to 22 miles an hour), dive the deepest (up to 1,200
metres) and range the furthest (from Norway to New Zealand). And
they do this all on a strict diet of jellyfish, which are 95 percent
water.

So it was an immense thrill, when, on our way back along the beach,
Peter spotted the large shape of a female leatherback. She’d already
reached the dunes and was looking for a place to lay her eggs. We
waited quietly in the dark until she started digging. Only then did
Peter permit us to approach, on condition that we kept well behind
her and did not use torches, cellphones or cameras.
She was a giantess, dwarfing us all. And she was beautiful. Her soft,
leathery carapace

was deep blue-black splotched with white. It

looked as though she had mapped the galaxies. Her dappled flippers
and neck shaded down to shell-like pink. The salt glands above her
large, dark eyes made it seem as though she was shedding soulful
tears, and her breath hissed sharply with the effort of digging.
Patiently, methodically, meticulously, the leatherback’s rear flippers
scooped and slapped the sand aside. Even though the tide was rising
and our time was running out, we were mesmerised. At last, the nest
was as deep as the turtle could make it and her eggs, looking exactly
like ping pong balls, started to drop into it.
With luck, in a few weeks, most of those eggs would hatch. Dozens of
miniature leatherback turtles would toddle towards the starlit sea.
And then, perhaps, many years later, one of her offspring would
emerge again on this beach – in almost exactly the same spot – to
repeat this mysterious cycle of life.

The leatherback turtles of iSimangaliso are the most southern breeding
population in the world, and with fewer than 100 laying females coming
ashore each year, they are rarer than black rhino. © Gal Zanir

Leatherback hatchlings push out of their nest to start their long walk to
the sea. Male sea turtles never leave the water once they enter it, but the
females will return to nest on the beach where they were born. © Scott

Ramsay

To plan your trip to iSimangaliso, continue reading
below the advert.

PLAN YOUR TRIP TO ISIMANGALISO
iSimangaliso Wetland Park is South Africa’s first UNESCO World
Heritage site and its third-largest protected area. The park comprises
eight interlinking ecosystems, including lakes, estuaries, wetlands,
swamp forests, coral reefs and coastal dunes. Fittingly, ‘isimangaliso’
is the Zulu word for miracles and wonders.

The endless golden beaches of Cape Vidal in the Eastern Shores section of iSimangaliso Wetland Park ©
Alison Westwood

WHERE TO STAY
In Sodwana Bay, Mseni Beach Lodge is tucked into lush dune forest
beside the beach. Cabins are shady, private and peaceful, and the
restaurant has sweeping views across the bay. There’s also a lovely
swimming pool to relax beside between morning scuba diving and
evening turtle tracking. Service is exceptionally warm and friendly.
In uMkhuze, Nhlonhlela Bush Lodge is the ultimate getaway for a
group of bird and bush loving friends or family. The lodge sleeps
eight people in four en-suite double chalets, and the lounge and
dining area has a balcony overlooking a
elephants roam far below.

wide riverbed where

The magnificent view from the deck at Nhlanhla Bush Lodge in the
uMkhuze section of iSimangaliso © Alison Westwood

WHAT TO DO IN ISIMANGALISO
Ufudu Turtle Tours conduct turtle tours in Sodwana Bay from
November to May. Tours are around low tide times in the evenings
or late at night and last around four hours.
With coral reefs that boast two thirds of the species diversity of the
Great Barrier Reef in an area a tenth of the size, scuba diving in
Sodwana Bay is not to be missed. Coral Divers is a PADI 5 star Gold
Palm IDC Centre, offering every level of dive instruction.
Even if you’ve never scuba dived before, they’ll have you safely under
the sea within a day. In just three dives, I was lucky enough to see
ragged-toothed sharks, green turtles, eagle rays, moray eels and
hundreds of species of fish and corals.

The coral reefs at Sodwana Bay support mare than 1200 fish species as
well as more than 100 coral species © Fiona Ayerst

The Fig Forest guided walking trail in uMkhuze offers birders the
chance to spot the incredibly rare Pel’s fishing owl. We weren’t in
luck that day, but we did see squadrons of trumpeter hornbills,
thousands of butterflies, and, of course, spectacular sycamore figs.
On a night game drive in the Eastern Shores section of
iSimangaliso with SHAKAbarker Tours we learned how to spot
chameleons in the dark, and saw plenty of larger animals, including
elephants, kudu, buffalo and hippopotamus.
We also took a leisurely boat cruise to view hippos and crocs in the
St Lucia Estuary with Shoreline Boat and Walking Safaris.

Lake St Lucia in iSimangaliso is Africa’s largest estuarine system and is
home to more than 800 hippos and 1200 crocodiles @ Alison Westwood

A guided walk through the sycamore fig forest and a visit to iNsumo Pan
are favourite activities for visitors to the uMkhuze section of
iSimangaliso © Alison Westwood
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professional underwater photographer and adventure journalist
Fiona Ayerst showcases the beauty of life seen submerged beneath
the surface in the scuba diving haven of Sodwana Bay, South

Africa.
Sodwana Bay, in the iSimangaliso Wetland Park, South Africa's
First UNESCO World Heritage Site, is home to myriad thriving
species of fish and marine life on its beautiful reefs. It is also, as
Fiona

has

documented,

a

popular

release

site

for the

reintroduction of rehabilitated turtles back into the ocean.
The Sodwana Shootout Festival
From 22-27 May 2017 the annual iSimangaliso Sodwana Bay
Shootout Underwater Photography event will take place in this
colourful playground.
A proportion of the Shootout event entry fees contribute directly
towards the iSimangaliso Rare and Endangered Species Fund
which is used exclusively for the protection, reintroduction,
monitoring and research of species such as these two turtles,
within the park.
   
Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2017
This year, one lucky entrant into Africa Geographic 2017
Photographer of the Year competition will win a getaway to
iSimangaliso

Wetland

Park,

inclusive

of

three

nights

accommodation for two, on a dinner, bed and breakfast basis, at
Mseni Lodge in Sodwana Bay. Prize also includes two nights of
turtling with Ufudu Tours, a day excursion to the nearby uMkhuze
section of iSimangaliso for Big Five game viewing and a forest
walk and park entrance fees. Enter now for your chance to win!
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Diving among large schools of fish is an everyday occurrence beneath the surface in Sodwana©
Fiona Ayerst
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The beautiful and healthy coral reefs of Sodwana Bay, in the iSimangaliso Wetland Park, attract
droves of scuba divers and underwater enthusiasts from around the world © Fiona Ayerst
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It's a big world out there - a loggerhead turtle on its journey into the abyss © Fiona Ayerst
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In November 2016, two rehabilitated green turtles, nicknamed Mel and Grotto, were released
at Mabibi by park CEO Andrew Zaloumis and senior aquarist Robert Kyle from SAAMBR©
Fiona Ayerst
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"Yipee, life is more fun in the sea!" - turtle rehabilitation and reintroduction is just another day
at the office for the wildlife teams at iSimangalso and SAAMBR© Fiona Ayerst
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Get up close and personal with myriad species of spectacular fish on Sodwana's reefs © Fiona
Ayerst
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See underwater life from all angles on a dive in Sodwana © Fiona Ayerst
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A moray eel pops its head into the picture © Fiona Ayerst
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Although green turtles don't nest on South African shores, they are common in offshore waters
here and are often found stranded - here's one being reintroduced into the ocean after its
rehabilitation © Fiona Ayerst
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Diving with potato bass is always a highlight - but beware, these creatures can be both highly
territorial and uncomfortably curious © Fiona Ayerst
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The bright colours of the underwater world - droves of underwater species and flourishing
mountains of coral - are a spectacular sight on Sodwana's reefs © Fiona Ayerst
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Little Mel the green turtle getting released into the ocean after her successful rehabilitation last
year © Fiona Ayerst
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Competition, brought to you by Land Rover and Canon, is now
open for entries and we have some amazing images submitted.
The grand title winner of the year's competition will walk away
with a Big Cat Photo Safari for two, provided by At Close Quarters
with flights by Airlink, as well as a Canon EOS 700D with a double
lens kit. Runner up prizes include a two night safari for two at

Klaserie Sands River Camp or Hideaways' Elephant's Eye while
each category finalist will enjoy a case of wine provided by Rhino
Tears. The most popular entries on Facebook and Instagram will
enjoy prizes sponsored by iSimangaliso and Thule.
The following gallery showcases this week’s finalists. Get your
entries in now and join us in celebrating Africa! Click here for
more details
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Beautiful leopard in Timbavati, South Africa ©Paul Slyer
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"Enflamed" in Kruger National Park, South Africa ©Licnia Machado
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"Got that itch!" A vervet monkey in South Africa ©Kyle Lewin
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The Milky Way in Sossusvlei, Namib Naukluft National Park, Namibia ©Panos Laskarakis
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Standing proud in Maasai Mara, Kenya ©Panos Laskarakis
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"Unsteady but secure" in Skukuza, Kruger National Park, South Africa ©Thinus Schoeman
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Jackal leaping after a Burchell's sandgrouse pair in Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, South Africa
©Frank Hallet
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Proud Surma boy in Ethiopia ©Josef Buergi
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Giraffe fan in Timbavati, South Africa ©Andrea Galli
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Looking mean and angry in the Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa ©Matthew Dyson
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Surma boy in Ethiopia ©Josef Buergi
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Wild dog yearlings at play in Zimanga Game Reserve, South Africa ©Gerald Hinde
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Portrait of a male gerenuk, also known as the giraffe gazelle, in Samburu National Reserve,
Kenya ©Allesandro Tramonti
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"The wonders of Africa" in Motswari, Timbavati, South Africa ©Andrea Galli
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